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GLOSSARY
LCY: Local Currency
FCY: Foreign Currency
Book Transfer: Money transfers between accounts held in ING Bank Turkey either in LCY
or FCY
EFT: Domestic LCY money transfer to third domestic banks in Turkey
SWIFT Transfer: FCY money transfers either to domestic third banks or international
banks
SMS: Short Message Service (Text message for mobile phones)
BIC Code: Business Identifier Code – every bank that is registered to SWIFT system has it
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Introduction
ING Bank Turkey Local Internet Banking Services is an online banking solution for
organizations that have accounts in Turkey and whom would like to manage their
accounts, initiate money transfers, payments, investments etc.
This document is prepared by ING Bank Turkey International Payments and Cash
Management Department in order to guide their clients for Local Internet Banking
Services. If this document could not help you out with your problem, you could always
contact ING Bank Turkey Client Services Department <cs.tr@ingbank.com.tr>, from 9:00
to 18:00 local time (CET +1 time zone) during weekdays.
Cash Management Platform (NYÖS) within Local Internet Banking Service is designed for
bulk payments in Local Currency and Foreign Currency. This document does not provide
any guidance for Cash Management Platform (NYÖS). If you are going to use it, please
request its manual from ING Bank Turkey International Cash Management Department
<intpcm@ingbank.com.tr>. Please also be aware that authorizations and tariffs for NYÖS
are defined separately to the Bank’s system, so you might do your payments without
any fees from Local Internet Banking, but it might not be free from Cash Management
Platform if the same exemptions are not defined.
All the information that are present in the screenshots do not represent real values,
entities, people etc. Customers are responsible for every transaction they execute
through the system and they are responsible to make sure this document is up to
date. ING Bank Turkey does not accept any responsibility by offering this guide to its
customers and keeps its rights to change this document anytime without informing any
of the customers.

Important before you start
In order to start using ING Bank Turkey Local Internet Banking platform, you should have
completed the necessary forms in order for user codes to be generated for all users
and first login (activation) PINs to be sent to users. If you did not fill in the forms yet,
please contact ING Bank Turkey International Cash Management Department <intpcm@
ingbank.com.tr> in order to get the forms.
If you have received your user codes and PINs, you should login (activate) within 5 days.
If you would not do so, you would need a new PIN generated for you. After your first login
(activation), you would determine your own PIN. Please do not share your login details
with anyone, ING Bank Turkey does not accept any responsibility for such problems that
might occur because of login details. If you think your account information is used by
someone else, immediately contact ING Bank Turkey Client Services Department <cs.tr@
ingbank.com.tr>
Trade Name: ING Bank Anonim Şirketi; Registration Number: 269682; Principal Office: İstanbul (Head Office
Address: Reşitpaşa Mahallesi, Eski Büyükdere Caddesi, No: 8 34467 Sarıyer/İSTANBUL);
Website: www.ingbank.com.tr
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1) ING Bank Commercial Internet Banking
You could reach the ING Bank Turkey Commercial Internet Banking via www.ingbank.
com.tr/en/for-your-business. Please check right up corner of the main page and there
you would see “Corporate” under “Online Banking”. If you click on this, the system will
direct you to a page where you would be requested to enter your user code and pin in
order to login to the system.

2) First Login (Activation)
If you login to the system for the first time, you would be required to complete a few
extra steps compared to users who completed activation before. After applying for
Internet Banking, there would be a user code created for you and also a text message
would be sent to your mobile phone number. User code would be provided to you by ING
Bank Turkey Client Services Department and also sent to your e-mail address that you
provided. Please enter this information as it is your first login and you would face the
following page:
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Please read articles carefully and then proceed by clicking “I have read” button, then you
would face the following page:
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There, you would be required to enter the temporary PIN that was provided to you in a
short message, then you should determine your own permanent PIN for a designated
period of time. As you might see, you also need to pick “PIN Renewal Period” as you would
be asked to change your PIN in designated periods. You could use “Virtual Keyboard” for
this section, if you feel insecure with the device that you are using. Then, you could
proceed by clicking on “Next” and you would face the following page:

There, you would be required to pick a security image. This image will always be shown
right after you enter your user code and password, in order for you to make sure
everything is working properly. You could perceive this image as your second security
check, if you could not see the image that you set on your logins, then please contact
with ING Bank Turkey Client Services immediately. Then, you could proceed by clicking on
“Next” and you would face the following page:
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Please enter the PIN that is provided to your mobile phone number and click on “Next”.
By completing the steps above, your user code becomes activated for Internet Banking
platform. Please move to section #4 for in-line Internet Banking screens.

3) Login screens
After you click on “Corporate” under “Online Banking”, you would face the following page:
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Please enter the User Code which is provided to you and your password which is set by
yourself (If it is your first login to Internet Banking, please check section #2). Then click
on “LOGIN”. Following your click, page below would come next and you would need to
enter the password provided to your cell phone number via SMS (Please make sure your
cell phone number which is registered in the system is correct; if you could not get your
password please contact ING Bank Turkey Client Services) or generated from ING Bank
Turkey Mobile Commercial Banking Application, and click on “NEXT”.
Three local operators warrant that SMS sent to their telephone numbers should be
received in at most three minutes. If your operator is not a local one (Turkcell, Vodafone
TR, Avea), SMS sending might not be successful. In this case, you could download ING
Bank Turkey Mobile Commercial Banking Application from http://lk.ing.com.tr/?krm (Type
this address to your web browser in your mobile phone, then you would be directed to
download the
application) in order to generate your PIN through the application. Please see appendix
for the comprehensive explanation (Section A).

4) Home page
After you enter the password provided to your cell phone via SMS or generated from ING
Bank Turkey Mobile Commercial Banking Application, you would face the following page:
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This page is designed as dashboards in order for you to see your information and
transactions at a glance. You are given the chance to personalize this page in any
way you would like. You could click on “Add/Remove” in order to see the other gadget
possibilities for this page and add/remove according to your needs. You could click on
“Edit” in order to organize the current page by changing the order of gadgets; click, hold
and carry for this purpose.
In this page, “Approve/Cancel Transactions” is an important component for companies
that chose Circular approval type in the Internet Banking forms. Transactions which are
entered by assigned entry-makers would appear in this gadget for the ones who are
assigned as approvers. Please approve through here if you would like your transactions
to be executed.
If you ever would like to get back to this main dashboard during your session, you could
click on “Home Page” which is on the top and right side of the page.
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5) My Financials
If you click on “My Financials” from the tab bar, you would face the following page:

You would see both your “Assets” and “Investments” under “My Financials”; page will
automatically come with “Assets” on, you would need to click on “Investments” in order
to switch to view your investments.
Under “Assets”, you would see your Accounts, Checks, Credit Cards, and POS Ownerships.
If you click on any of these sections you would see more details about each corresponding
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section.
Under “Investments”, you would see your Funds, FX Accounts, Bill/Bond Portfolio, Term
Deposit Accounts. If you click on any of these sections you would see more details about
each corresponding section.
In the following sections each of these sub-sections within “Assets” and “Investments”
are explained more in detail.
a) Assets → Accounts
If you click on “Show All” for “Accounts”, you would face the following page:
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There you would see all your accounts with their BBANs, Branches, IBANs, available
balances, Balances, Statuses. If you click on the arrows next to these labels, the system
will order accounts with regard to selected label (This feature is applicable for every
section which has these arrows).
If you click on “Details” for any account, you would face the following screen:

There you would be able to see your Account Transactions (for the selected time period),
EFT/Money/SWIFT Transfer Orders and Automatic Bill Payments for the selected account.
Also, you could Transfer Money, Make a Payment, Make FX Transaction, and see your
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Recorded Transfers.
b) Assets → Checks
If you click on “View” for any sub-section within “Checks”, you would face the following
page which shows your collected checks and checks given to the Bank for clearing:
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There you would see Check Numbers, Account Number, Bank Name, Amount, Drawer,
Check Date and Transaction Date. If you click on the arrows next to these labels, the
system will order checks with regard to selected label.
c) Assets→ My Credit Cards
If you click on “View” for any of your defined credit cards within “My Credit Cards”,
you would face the following page:
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There you would be able to see details such as Available Limit, Card Limit etc. for the
selected Credit Card. You could check your Current Cycle Transactions, Statement
Transactions, Pending Transactions, and Future Expenditures. You could see Automatic
Bill Payment Orders from the selected Credit Card, and assign new automatic payment
order from the selected card.
d) Assets → POS (Card Acquiring)
If you click on “View” for sub-section “Merchant POS”, you would face the following
page:
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There you would see transactions processed via chosen POS. You could also see Current
Account and Blocked Account. If you click on the arrows next to these labels, the system
will order accounts with regard to selected label.
e) Investments → Funds
If you click on “View” from sub-section “Funds”, you would face the following page:
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There you would be able to Buy/Sell Funds, see your current amount of funds and their
values, fund activities for a time period, and cancel your orders for fund transactions.
f) Investments → FX Accounts
If you click on “View” for sub-section “FX Accounts”, you would face the following
page:
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There you would be able to buy/sell foreign currencies, see your transactions for a time
period, view your orders for FX transactions, and see current balance for FX account.
g) Investments → Bill/Bond (Treasury) Portfolio
If you click on “View” for sub-section “Bill/Bond Portfolio”, you would face the
following page:
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There you would buy/sell Bills/Bonds, see current value of your Bills/Bonds and transactions
history for a period of time.
h) Investments → Time Deposit Accounts
If you click on “View” for sub-section “Time Deposit Accounts”, you would face the
following page:
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There you would see your Time Deposit Account Balance, Rate, Term, and Transaction
History.

6) Transfer/Payments
If you click on “Transfer/Payments” from the tab bar, you would face the following page.
As you might see, it comes on with “Money Transfers” chosen from the second tab bar.
You could choose “Payments” if you would like to make a payment.
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There, you would be able to make money transfers with many varieties. You should
first pick the “Transfer Type”, then select the debited account that you want this
transaction to execute from. From “Recipient” section, you could pick one of the options.
“Last Transactions” and “Recorded Transactions” are there to ease your effort for your
money transfer. As the last step, you would need to pick the “Money Transfer Type”. The
system will ask for information with regard to the option that you chose for this step. For
example: If you pick IBAN, the system will bring the fill-in boxes according to what kind of
information is needed for transferring to an IBAN. You could find start to end examples
for EFT to IBAN, Book Transfer to IBAN, SWIFT to IBAN in the Appendix (Sections: B, C, and
D, respectively)
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At the top right corner (image on page 18), you would see “Fast Transfers” and if you click
on it you would be directed to your recorded fast transfers (page above). From there, you
would easily perform your recorded transaction just by clicking on “Perform Transfer”.
You could also add new fast transfers from this page.
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At the bottom right corner (image on page 18), you would see “Transfer Orders” and if
you click on “View” from that part, you would be directed to the page above. There, you
would be able to see your standing orders (page above) and order history (page below).
You could edit your standing orders as well.

Continuing with screenshots for Payments;
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If you click on “Payments” from the tab bar, you would be directed to the page above.
There, you could select the payment type, and then the account from where the payment
will be executed. You could pick recorded payments if you want to pay a re bill, or new
payment order if you want to create a new periodical payment. Then, as you pick the
Invoice type, the system would provide you with blanks to be filled in for the selected
payment type.
Types of payments you could do from this section are General Tax Payments, Utility
Payments, and many more. If you would have trouble in finding the type of payment
that you would like to execute, please contact ING Bank Client Services Department for
assistance.
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If you click on “View” under “Transfer Orders” from right bottom corner in the “Payments”
page (second image on page 20), you would be directed to the page above. There you
would see your standing orders and you could edit them. You could also see your
payment history (page below).
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7) Investment

There you would be able to do all your investment related transactions. First you pick the
transaction type, then the transaction account and recipient’s account. At the bottom
of the page, you fill in the blanks according to the blanks provided by the system with
regard to the product and perform your transaction. You could find start to end examples
for Arbitrage and FX in the Appendix (Sections: E and F, respectively)
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8) Apply

There you would be able to apply for accounts, cash management loans etc.

Appendix
A. ING Bank Turkey Mobile Commercial Banking Application
You might have done the first login (Activation), but your mobile phone might still have
some difficulties on receiving the PIN that would be provided for every login request. In
this case, you could download ING Bank Turkey Mobile Commercial Banking Application
in order to use PIN generator. Every time you would like to login, ING Bank Turkey Mobile
Commercial Banking Application would prompt you from your mobile phone asking “You
are logging into the Internet Banking, do you approve?” By this method, you would not
need to wait for text messages to arrive at your mobile phone.
When you first open the application, you would face the screen #1, then click on “EN” in
order to switch to English (with Android version, you might need to change the language
via “Menu” button). Then you would face the screen #2:
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1

2

Click on “Mobile PIN” from screen #2, and you would face screen #3. It is an agreement
which you need to accept in order to use the service. After you approve, you would
face screen #4. There, you would need to enter your user code and password details in
order to activate “Mobile PIN” on that device. After that point, anytime you would like to
login to Internet Banking, ING Bank Turkey Mobile Commercial Banking Application would
prompt you about your request and ask for your approval. There would not be any need
for SMS anymore.
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B. EFT to an IBAN
In order to make an EFT to an IBAN, please click on “Transfer/Payments” and you would
face the following page:

As you might see, you would need to pick one of the transfer types. For this case, we
would like to make an EFT to an IBAN. If you pick “Between My Accounts”, the system
would bring you your other accounts held in ING Bank Turkey for the transaction. If you
pick “FX Transfer-SWIFT” it would be for foreign currency transfers to third domestic or
international banks in FCY. So, for our purpose (EFT to an IBAN), we should pick “EFT to
Other Bank”. When you pick that choice, you would face the page above. Here is a stepby-step process before proceeding further for your transaction:
1- Select the transfer type (“EFT to Other Bank”).
2- In the “Sender” section, please pick one of your accounts which you would like it to
be debited. You would also see account details as “Balance” and “Available Balance”
after you pick one of them.
3- In the “Recipient” section, there are four different choices. If you pick “Recorded
Recipient” then the system will bring you the following page:

As you would see, if you have any recorded recipients, you would be able to pick one of
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them from the drop down box.
If you pick “New Recipient”, then the system will bring you the following page:

You have four different choices to pick at this point: “Account-BBAN”, “IBAN”, “Debit
Card” and “To Name”. For our case we would pick “IBAN”.
If you pick “Regular Money Transfer”, you would be able to define a regular money
transfer either to an IBAN, Account-BBAN, or to Name. If you pick “Last Transactions”,
the system will bring you your last transactions and you could pick one of the previous
transactions if you would like to transfer money to the same recipient.
4- Then we choose our account which we would like to debit, and lastly we choose “New
Recipient” with transfer type “IBAN”. Here is the page that we would face:
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At this stage, you would need to type in the IBAN number, pick Payment Type (Options:
Rent for Residence, Rent for Business Premises, Other Rent, and Other Payment), type
in description for the transaction, type in the amount, pick the execution date (Options:
Execute Now or Execute on a future date if you would like transaction to occur in future).
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If you would like to save the details for the specific transaction, you could mark the “Save
Payment”, then later when you pick “Recorded Recipient” this transaction will appear
and you would only need to type in the amount. Also, if you mark the box, you would
need to type in a name for this transaction.
If you would like to make this transaction a regular one, you could mark the “Regular
Money Transfer” box. When you mark it, the system will bring you the following page:

There, you would need to enter “First Transaction Date”, when the first transaction
would occur, “Order Ending Date”, when the system would stop executing regular
money transfers. “Standing Payment Period” would also need to be entered as it would
determine when the regular transfers would occur within the determined time period.
You could pick weekly or monthly periods in that section. Lastly, if you would like to get
an e-mail when regular transactions are executed, please mark “Notification” box and
pick one of the registered e-mails for your Internet Banking Account.
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5- Here is a screenshot where all the fields are filled in;

If you click on “Next”, you would face the following confirmation page:
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There, you would see your Payment Details: Recipient Information, Transaction
Information, and Amount (You would also see transaction fee in that section). If you click
on “Confirm”, your transaction will be executed and you would face the following page:

There, you would see Receipt Information and Source Account Balance. Also, you could
View, Print, Save, or E-mail the receipt.
C. Book Transfer to a BBAN
Here is a step-by-step explanation in order to execute a Book Transfer to a BBAN (Local
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Account Number):

As we would like to make a Book Transfer, that would mean we would be able to transfer
money to an account which is opened in ING Bank Turkey. If you would like to send
money to an account at another bank, you should check “Section B” in the appendix.
As you might have noticed, process is almost the same as “EFT to an IBAN”. Only
difference is the recipient part, so only that part will be explained in detail in this section.
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For the other parts, please check “Section B”.
For this transfer, you should pick “To Other ING Account” as book transfer is applicable
only to other accounts that are present in ING Bank Turkey as mentioned above. At the
recipient part, you have choices such as “Recorded Recipient” (for their purpose, check
“Section B”) etc. but in this case let’s pick “New Recipient”.
1- For “Money Transfer Type” we should pick “Account” as we are going to transfer
money via using BBAN Information.
2- For “Recipient’s Branch”, please pick the branch which the account that you would be
sending money to belongs to. Branch name and number will be present in the drop
down box, so you could pick from there.
3- For “Recipient’s Account”, please write the account number.
4- For “Payment Type” and “Description”, pick the payment type and write a description.
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As you see, all fields are filled in for this transaction and also “Save Payment” and
“Regular Money Transfer” functions are marked in order to show you how and where
you could reach them after executing the transaction.

As you click on “Next”, you would face the page above. You would see details of your
transaction and also your regular transfer order information: “First Payment Date”,
“E-mail”, and “Order Ending Date”. You also would need to mark the box in the agreement
section as you would like to define a regular transfer. Please read carefully before
proceeding on your transaction.
You would face the following page as you proceed with your transaction:
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There, you would receive success messages for your transaction. As you might see, there
is an order number which you would later use to refer to your order. You could also see
the “Payment Plan”, View/Print, Save, or E-mail the receipt.
In order to see your order, you should click on “Transfer Orders” (in red frame) from
“Transfer/Payments” section:
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When you click on “View”, you would face the following page:
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At the bottom, you could see our transaction. When you click on “Edit”, you would face
the following page:

There, you could change the description, amount, order ending date, e-mail notification
details, and delete order if you would like to (Mark the “Delete Order” box at left bottom
comer). Please click on “Next” after you complete your changes.
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Also, as we saved this transaction, we would be able to see it when we click on
“Recorded Recipient”:

D. SWIFT Transfer to an IBAN
Here is a step-by-step explanation in order to execute a SWIFT Transfer to an IBAN:
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1- From “Transfer/Payments” section, you should pick “FX Transfer-SWIFT”.
2- For “Sender”, please pick the account that you would like to be debited. You could
also pick your Turkish Lira Accounts and in order for transaction to occur, your TRY
will be converted to target currency with the current exchange rates. You should also
pick an account which would be debited for the transaction fee.
3- For “Recipient”, you could pick “Recorded Recipient” if you saved any of your 		
transactions before, then you could execute it again. You could pick “Standing Swift”
if you would like to order for periodical transfers for a period of time just like “Regular
Money Transfer”. As an example, “New Recipient” is chosen.
4- For “Transfer Type”, you could pick “Normal” or “Urgent” with regard to your needs. If
you pick “Normal” your transaction would occur after two working days.
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If you pick “Urgent”, your transfer would occur at the same day. Transaction fees
might change upon this selection.
5- For “Currency Code”, you should pick the currency of transaction.
6- For “Swift Type”, you could either pick IBAN or Account. For this example, IBAN is picked.
7- For “Transfer Method”, you could either pick “SWIFT Code” or “Bank Name”.
Following these steps, you should provide the following; BIC Code (Recipient’s Bank would
appear according to BIC Code), Recipient’s Branch SWIFT Code, Recipient’s Account No,
Recipient’s Name-Surname, Recipient’s Address, Description, Payment Type, Amount,
Fee Type (If you would pick “Buyer pays the fee”, then transaction fee will be charged to
the receiver), Execution Date, Notification Preference. You could mark the last box if you
would like to save transaction information for further executions. You should also mark
the box for the agreement in order for your transaction to be executed.
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After providing all these information and clicking on “Next”, summary of the transaction
would appear and if you “Confirm”, your transaction would be executed and you would
be directed to a receipt page just like other transactions.
E. ING FX
Here is a step-by-step explanation in order to execute FX transactions:
1. From “İnvestment” section, you should click on “ING FX”.
2. Select ‘’Transaction account’’ (the account which will be debited in exchange of a
foreign currency)
3. Select ‘’ Recipient’s account’’ ( the account that will be credit with its currency in
exchange of TRY)
4. Please either type in TRY amount or recipient account’s currency amount and click ‘
’Quote’’.
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5. Please click live button and you would see current FX ratio.
6. By clicking ‘’ Book for 20 sec.’’ button, you could freeze the current FX ratio only
for 20 sec.
7. Please check carefully if all details are correct, than you could click on ‘’ confirm’’
8. If you click ‘’confirm’’, your transaction will be proceed immediately. There won’t be
another confirmation page.
9. By clicking ‘’ 1 week’’, ‘’ 1 month’’, ‘’ 6 months’’ buttons you can see FX changes
within this periods in order to get insight how FX changes in former period.
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